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Release Notes MobiMed Smart v4.2.3 

Software Article Number 490210589 (Software Build No 15.02.09.1) 

 

New features 

 A small icon  called “Popup Controller” is implemented to access on screen keyboard and the Start Menu 

from popup windows such as the Web browser. This will make the keyboard accessible in login pop up boxes, e.g. 

for smart card login and web site login. 

 Taking images with the camera on the Panasonic H2 and incorporating these in the ePR and reports has been 

enabled. (SCAS CCN009) (4369)  

Customer specific changes  

 SCAS: ePR and report updates: (update phone number, update to “Jew” in religion. (4736, 4817) 

 SWASFT: ePR, Guidelines, Acute referral forms and reports updates (CCN SW009). (4626, 4627, 4724, 4681,4682, 

4620, 4618, 4712) 

 SWASFT: Canned reports configurations, fractured limb mapping. (4729) 

 

Bugs corrected and improvements 

 Improvements of DBI/DBO for a stable server system with 1000 concurrent users. (4688) 

 Remote update button is now shown as disabled on a patient unit if a patient is open or if there is no network link. 

(4745) 

 Reset buttons for DBI/Telemetry in service menu removed since they are obsolete. (4746) 

 Short millisecond interruptions in the connection with the Measuring Unit is now not causing the alarm sound to 

play. (4696) 

 Alerts received on Clinical Workstations from Patient Units are shown in a popup, this popup is corrected to always 

be displayed in the foreground of all views, it ended up in the background of some views in version 4.2.2. (4668) 

 On PU: to simplify troubleshooting, screenshots are saved on application exception, and logs are sent to the server 

automatically. (4601) 

 Workstation can now be installed with auto logon on Win7. (4653) 

 Delete button on “Bodymap” no longer active when user logs out. (4613) 

 Careepisodes view in AdminTool, is now faster, the page was very slow and some periods timed out. (4718) 

 When opening details for care episode, all values are now visible regardless of where the care episode was created. 

(4496) 

 Emoticons written in textboxes is no longer causing application errors. (4052) 

 Web reader windows corrected so that they never end up “behind” the MobiMed application. (4664) 
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 Testpatient button now greyed out and inactive when Incidentview is active. (4334) 

 AdminTool: User right changes is now reflected simultaneously in the system, some changes used to take up to 30 

minutes before they were reflected. (4602) 

 Download button added in the PU interface to download signatures and images made on CWS (4073) 

 Intended destination on PU is now reflected correctly on CWS. (4807) 

 Hosted network issues on PU resolved. (4815) 

 Resource leaks corrected, which caused DBI crashes and server instability. (4644)  

*Numbers in brackets are ID-numbers from Ortivus internal source control, work item tracking, reporting and project management tool. 

  

Compatible hardware for ambulance units 

The product is released for the following hardware platforms: 

 Panasonic H2 

All versions of Measuring Units M531 and 300C are supported.  

 

Know Issues 

 AdminTool: Not possible to view *.template files from the ePR. Workaround is to download the ePR locally first 

(4784). 

 Camera: If a picture has been taken on a CWS, the picture will not be show on a patient unit unless the time-value is 

opened and the picture is actively downloaded (4767). 

 Camera: Delete button not greyed out when user is logged out (4819). 

 Hovering the mouse cursor over a report header image header might cause a crash when switching back and forth 

between a dynamic report and a minimal report (4831). 

 Inconsistent print dialog behaviour depending on how it is opened (4836). 

Release Information  

The product is released on the following markets: 

 UK – for below Ambulance Services 

o SWASFT (South Western Ambulance Services Foundation Trust) 

o SCASFT (South Central Ambulance Services Foundation Trust) 

Replaces all previous 4.2 releases.  

Upgrade to 4.2.3 can be done from all previous 4.2 releases. 

 


